Twelve Chinese Animals
Snake
Years: 1905, 1917, 1929, 1941, 1953, 1965, 1977, 1989, 2001, 2013, 2025, 2037, 2049, 2061, 2073, 2085
Snake is Yang and Sixth Sign of the Chinese Horoscope.
Positive Traits: Discretion, Intuition, Compassion, Clairvoyance, Sagacity, Attractiveness
Short Comings: Extravagance, Dissimulation, Laziness, Presumption, Exclusiveness, Cupidity

Snake people can find accomplishment in elected offices. They are
effective negotiators which is an essential skill for political success.
Snakes are able to distance themselves when there is a predicament
that everyone is very tragically and seriously involved in. Snake is not
easily upset in such a state. With this posture of detachment the
Snake supports others to lighten up and see the situation more
clearly. This quality coupled with Snakes ability to slither below the
surface and get to the core makes friendships both romantic and
professional made with Buffalo people and Rooster people most
propitious. Some Snakes are seen as the most intuitive,
introspective, refined and collected of all the creatures in the Chinese
Zodiac. The difficulty for Snake is the popular image of Snakes in the
West: Eve and Adams banishment from the Garden orchestrated by the Satan Snake is a
Christian image formed at an early age. The pejorative snake in the grass brands the person
a betrayer of trust. In China a snake living in a human abode is seen as a good sign that the
family will not want for food. In Chinese to call a woman a real snake is high compliment.
Snake people are quick and sharp-witted and become very good with the family or business
economics. They do not have to work too hard to maintain a healthy cash flow. They are
natural leaders and attract the right people around them, especially the people who can help
with the daily chores in order that Snake be able to concentrate on what is truly important:
more beautiful things. Mysterious and attractive, Snake people can be very seductive. Do not
cross a Snake; they will plot a delicious revenge. Snake can be lazy especially after a victory.
Snakes can be jealous and unforgiving. They are not especially communicative and Snakes
can be quite possessive when they’ve decided on a course of action to achieve a business or
personal goal. Snakes can be intelligent advisors and have excellent instincts. Snake is a
thinker who also likes to live well and is seriously concerned with affluence. Snake loves the
arts, fancy adornment and gourmet meals and drink; however, their inborn poise and taste
bequeaths a disdain of trivialities, narrow thinkers and chit-chat ananda. In times of confusion
and trouble, the Snake is a pillar of strength because he maintains a presence of mind. The
Snake can manage bad news and calamity with self-composure. Snake people have a
weighty idea of what responsibility entails and keep all eyes on the goal. It will be this
constancy of purpose coupled with a natural hypnotic charisma that could carry a Snake to
the highest realms of power. Snakes emanate calmness and they understand other people
but they sometimes are hard to predict. They find it easy to attain success and fame. They
are selfish and would not mind using other people to get what they want. Snakes are very
superstitious. Snakes have beautiful skin and Snake people should be sharp dressers.

